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Abstract-We show that (in the unbounded case) the wave operator, or more generally, a wave 
operator with damping strictly less than the basic operator does not generate a strongly continuous 
semigroup on the product space H x H, contrary to a common belief. 
1. INTRODUCTION, MAIN STATEMENT 
Let A be a positive, self-adjoint, unbounded operator on the Hilbert space H. Let p 2 0 and 
0 5 0 5 1 be given constants. We consider the operator 
-%a = _“A _,‘A,L 
1 
0 I 
7 and its special case & = _A o , 
[ 1 
(1-l) 
which arise in the usual way, when writing the second order equation 
%+pAQk+Ax=O, on H, (1.2) 
as a first order system in the new variable [x(t), k(t)]. What is a correct choice of the underlying 
space on which A,, acts? 
(a) If we choose the energy space 
E z D(A1’2) x H; ([::],[~:])g=(A1/2~~, A”2~1)~+(~2,~2)~, (1.3) 
then the following results are known: 
(i) if p = 0, then the operator A,-J in (1.1) is skew-adjoint on E and thus generates a strongly 
continuous (s.c.) unitary group on E; 
(ii) if 0 < p, then Apa is maximal dissipative on E and thus (Lumer-Phillips) generates a 
S.C. contraction semigroup edpat on E; furthermore, edpat is of Gevrey class 6 > 4 Q: if 
0 < QI < f , while edpat is analytic if f 5 (I: 5 1 ([l-3], where more general results are 
given). 
(b) What happens, however, if-on the basis of what one would do if A were bounded-one 
insists on choosing the space H x H for Apa, equipp ed then with the following domain: 
W&x4 = {[XI, x2] : x2 E H, XI E D(A1-cl), A1-Q x1 + px2 E D(AQ)}, 
33 
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which contains { [xl, x2] : x1 E D(A), x:! E D(AQ)}, in which case dp, is readily seen to be 
densely defined and closed? In this case, at least if p > 0, and cx = 1, it is known that dp+=l 
generates a S.C. semigroup on H x H (non-contractive) which, moreover, is analytic here [4; 5, 
p. 324; 6, p. 701. But what if p = 0, or else if p > 0 and (Y < l? These cases are the object 
of the present note. Perhaps surprisingly in light of the results reported above, and contrary to 
what many people apparently take for granted, do as well as Apa, for p > 0 and (Y < 1, do not 
generate a S.C. semigroup on H x H, giving rise to examples of operators which behave like “the 
little engine that couldn’t” (paraphrasing a familiar folk tale for children). 
THEOREM 1. Let p > 0 and CY < 1 and let A be an unbounded positive self-adjoint operator. 
For X > 0, the resolvent operator R(X, d,,) of A,, in (1.1) satisfies the lower bound 
1 
IIR(~~“%~)II,(,,,) 2 2+p’ ‘Jx > 0. (1.4) 
A fortiori, Equation (1.4) violates the necessary condition of generation of a S.C. semigroup by 
A pa on H x H /7]. Thus, A,, does not generate a S.C. semigroup on H x H in these cases. 
THE OPERATOR Jzo. The important special case A0 in (1.1) (abstract wave equation) which 
arises in so many applications in elastodynamics [8,9] deserves special consideration and allows 
for an elementary proof, which we shall give separately in Section 2, of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a positive, self-adjoint, unbounded operator on the Hilbert space H, with 
compact resolvent. Then, the operator do in (1.1) cannot generate a S.C. semigroup on the space 
H x H. This is established by showing that if edot were a S.C. semigroup on H x H, then its norm 
IledotJILtHxH) would be equal to +co for all t E (O,m), except possibly for a set of Lebesgue 
measure zero. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the t-domain; that of Theorem 1 is given in the X-domain. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
With A the unbounded positive self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent as assumed, let 
{&} and {w;}, k = 1,2,..., be the corresponding orthonormal basis in H of eigenvectors and 
associated eigenvalues: 
A 4k = WE +k; IId'kl)H = 1; wk + +oo as k --f +oo in the unbounded case. (2.1) 
Then the vectors 
are eigenvectors of ~CJ with corresponding eigenvalues {iwk} and {-&&}, respectively: 
d(, \kk = ii.&& J[rk; & @k = -i‘dk ii+& 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Suppose now, by contradiction, that do does generate a S.C. semigroup edot on H x H. We 
then obtain the following contradictory conclusion that 
lIedot II
for all t E (0, 00)) except possibly on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. (2.4) 
To show (2.4)) we compute, from (2.3) and (2.2)) 
edot d’k = 1 
[ 1 
1 -edot @k+se dot Gk = eiwkt \kk +eeiwkt \kk = C$k COSWk t 
0 2 2 I -Wk C$k Sin Wkt ’ 
(2.5) 
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tL0, k=1,2 ,..., so that, recalling the normalization of +k in (2.1), we obtain, from (2.5), 
lIeAt [“al IL = COs2 Wk t + wi sin2 Wk t > Wi sin2 Wk t, t>O, k=1,2 ,.... (2.6) 
REMARK 2.1. In the energy space E in (1.3), we would normalize, instead, 
+k IL Ill 
2 
= IIA 
112 
’ E 
+ki& = h“k+kI& = 1, 
and obtain, accordingly, from (2.5), (2.1), and (2.7), 
lIeAt Kf 1II: = IlWk C$klls [COS2 Wk t i- Sin2 Wk t] z 1, 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
in contrast with (2.4). 
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 2, we see, from (2.6), that in order to establish (2.4), it 
will suffice to show that 
Sup WE Sin2 Wk t = 00, 
k 
for all t E (0, co), except possibly on a set of Lebesgue messure zero. (2.9) 
Indeed, if (2.9) were false, it would follow that there exists a finite, non-trivial interval lab : 0 < 
a 5 t 5 b < co, where 
Sup Wi Sin2 Wk t = f (i!) < 00 a.e. in t E I&. (2.10) 
k 
Since wk -+ +oo by the unboundedness of A as in (2.1), then (2.10) implies that 
Lirnm sin2 Wk t = 0, h E &,; 
* 
b b 
sin2 Wki? dt = lim sin2Wktdt = 0, (2.11) J a k+w 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. On the other hand, since wk -+ +CXJ, 
J 
b 
sin2Wktdt = ; J b-a sin 2wk b Q a COS 2Wkt] dt = 2 - - Sin &&a b-a 2wk +5+-T 2 ask-too. 
(2.12) 
Thus, with b > a, (2.12) contradicts (2.11). Thus, (2.10) is false and (2.9) is true. Then, by 12.6), 
we see that (2.4) is proved. 
REMARK 2.2. The above elementary proof for do runs into technical difficulties when one at- 
tempts to apply it to the general operator A,,. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
For X > 0 we have [2, p. 181 
(X I -d&-l = R&d,,) = 
0 + P Aa) V;:(X) V;:(X) 
-A V;:(X) 1 xv;:(x) ’ (3.1) 
V,,(X) = X2 I + Xp Aa + A. (3.2) 
For x1 E H, we compute 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Since A is self&joint and positive, we have the spectral representation 
J 
co A= CL@,~ PO, 10, 
PO 
(3.5) 
where P, denotes the usual family of orthogonal projections (resolution of the identity). Recall- 
ing (3.2), we obtain from (3.5) 
m A V;:(X) x1 = J CL fl,Xl &Lo A2+XppQ+p’ P-6) 
NowletRk=(ak,ak+l), k=1,2 ,..., be a sequence of disjoint unit intervals, ak + 1 < ak+l, 
withak+oo,k=1,2 ,..., ai>ps. Then, 
Pkx = 
J 
dp,x; A v;.(x) Pk x = 
J 
P @/Ax 
x2+xppa+p1 
x E H; 
/(A V;:(X) Pkx]]; =i ,x:;(Tp:;;]2, 
nk (3.7) 
since X > 0, p > ak > PO 2 0. (3.8) 
nk 
REMARK 3.1. If A has compact resolvent, as in Section 2, and {&}, {pk = wi} are the ortho- 
normal basis of eigenvectors and the eigenvalues as in (2.1), we can replace (3.7) and (3.8) more 
simply by 
A v,-,‘(x) +k = 
pk 4k 
X2+XPp;+pk; 
[IA v,-,l(x) #k/H = A2 + ,($a + ok 7 
(3.9) 
k=1,2,.... 
k 
Next, let X > 0 be fixed but arbitrary. With E > 0 fixed, we let kO(.c, A) denote a positive 
integer such that 
Vk > ko(e,X) d a; > A, so that /JE > x for /.J E fik = (ak,ak + 1). (3.10) 
Then, for k > kO(E, A), replacing X with the larger pLE in the denominator of (3.8), we obtain 
IIA v&-f(x) PkX(j; 2 J P2 @&ix, 4 nk [cL2& + PPa+E + PI2 ’ Vk > k,,(.z, A). (3.11) 
Next, choosing E > 0 so that Q! + E I 1, since cr < 1 by assumption, we obtain from (3.11), 
replacing p2&, pQ+E with the larger ~1, 
J (dppx7 x1 
nk 
=& llpkxl12,~ Vk > k,,(E, A). (3.12) 
Using (3.12) in (3.4), we obtain, for x E H, jjPkXj]H = 1, 
/R&d,,) [p;x]Ilxxxt ]]Av,-,l(x) Pkx]]H 2 &. x>O, Vk>Jco(E,Q (3.13) 
Taking the sup in k in (3.13) yields the desired conclusion (1.4). 
REMARK 3.2. It is proved in [2, Proposition 3.1, p. 241, (see also (1, Corollary 2.3, p. 242]), that 
for all X with Re X > 0 and p > 0, the following estimate holds true (if cr 2 4): 
lP2 %-,mI(,(,) + llx A” ~,-,‘(~)ll,~,~ + (IA ~;i~)ll,(,) I constpa. (3.14) 
This bound in (3.14) then implies, via (3.1), that 
\]R(&d,,)]],-(,,,) L constparo, VA with Re X > TO > 0, (3.15) 
and hence [lo, p. 3411, A,, is a so-called integrated semigroup (or distribution semigroup) 
on H x H. 
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